2006/2007 HARLEY-DAVIDSON
PREDELIVERY AND SETUP MANUAL UPDATE

Purpose
The purpose of this bulletin is to provide additional details needed to set up vehicles for customer delivery.

Motorcycles Affected
There are three procedures covered by this bulletin.

- License plate reflector bracket installation for all VRSC models sold in the HDI, UK, Australia and Japan markets.
- License plate installation for all FXDWG models, all FX Softail models and all VRSC models sold in the HDI, UK, Australia and Japan markets.
- 2007 FXSTC handlebar adjustment.

Required Dealer Action
License Plate Reflector Bracket
This procedure is for all VRSC models sold in the HDI, UK, Australia and Japan markets. During PDI, perform the following procedure:

1. See Figure 1. Cut cable strap (1) and remove reflector bracket (2) from license plate bracket (3). Discard cable strap.
2. See Figure 2. Position reflector bracket (1) over license plate bracket as shown and snap into place.

NOTE
Three pairs of square holes are provided to accommodate different sized license plates. Use the highest pair of square holes that will allow for installation of the license plate you are mounting.

IMPORTANT NOTE
In the interest of preserving customer safety and satisfaction, always check for outstanding recalls whenever any motorcycle is brought into your dealership for either maintenance or service.
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License Plate Installation

This procedure is for all FXDWG models, all FX Softail models and all VRSC models sold in the HDI, UK, Australia and Japan markets.

**NOTE**

Three pairs of square reflector bracket mounting holes are provided in the license plate bracket to accommodate different sized license plates. Make sure the reflector bracket is mounted in the highest pair of square holes that will allow for installation of the license plate you are mounting.

1. See Figure 2. Attach the license plate to the license plate bracket (2) with four fasteners, drilling holes as required.

2. If the license plate being installed is tall enough that the bottom of it reaches the hole (3) in the reflector bracket (1), use a fifth fastener to secure the bottom of the license plate to the reflector bracket at that point, drilling a hole as required. Insert the screw with the screw head on the tire side of the bracket and the threaded part of the screw extending through the license plate.

3. Make sure the customer understands that the license plate must be fastened to the vehicle in this way at all times.

2007 FXSTC Handlebar Adjustment

See SOFTAIL MODELS under 1.2 ADJUSTING HANDLEBARS: ALL MODELS. Renumber steps 4 and 5 as 5 and 6. Insert the following information after step 3:

**NOTE**

FXSTC models: Handlebar must be rotated back toward rider from a line parallel to and extending upward from front fork.

4. FXSTC: lay a straightedge against the front of the upper and lower fork brackets. See Figure 1-17. Measure from the straightedge to the front of the handlebar just below the top bend. Rotate the handlebar back until the measurement is 2.5 in (63.5 mm).